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After the first decade of Goodly Spellbook, magic is more needy than ever ... Spellcraft is the cure for our hardscrabble lives. His timeless power helps us to oppose oppression and gives us health, wealth, peace, strength and joy to develop. Ten years after the launch of Goodly Spellbook, pollution and technology have
driven us away from nature, while robots have made our business lying and relentless corruption, inequality, intolerance and violence have made us feel like a vulnerable prey. Spellcraft is the cure for our hardscrabble lives. His unsteady power helps us against oppression and allows us to develop by giving us health,
wealth, peace, strength and joy. Did you know that the Yin-yang symbol adorned ancient Roman shields? Exclem Holy Moly! Praising a magical plant? Will a Russian magic in a Herzog movie protect the world? Can you banish an incubus or succubus from eating some seeds? Can a stunning attacker pose in a flamingo
stop the cold? Want to learn magic like: how to get quick cash by captivated by a green crystal garden? How to impress everyone by plaiting the string? How to force a Goddess to get child support? How to summon a personal helper spirit? how to break any dependency or compulsion? How to predict the future by
throwing beans? The Goodly, as the fans affectionely call it, received international acclaim. A Book-of-the-Month Club selection was re-printed many times with and without hards, translated into Italian and published as Barnes &amp; Noble Nook eBook. At a time when it has become rare to print concrete books, we feel
privileged that Sterling considers us ever-shed bestsellers and encouraged us to add new material to the classic spelling book. We hope to appreciate our care of related, traditional-based magic that is useful for everyday life and ongoing spiritual growth. A new cover, interesting new illustrations and an impressive 520+
page of Sporting Goodly Spellbook: Olde Spells explains the magical fascinating history for Modern Troubles, extensive Witch skills and work to provide hundreds of achievements, health, wealth, peace, power and joy. Excitement for new additions in this 10th anniversary edition of Goodly, such as bibliography of herbal
resources, access to private online courses that can lead to an expanded indebted for quick reference, and even lovingly searching for fans like easier, more effective magic, fascinating illustrations, a bibliography of herbal resources and an expanded index for quick reference. It also provides access to private online
courses that can lead to starting or starting a magical consultation At home. Look at the book during the ritual; pen notes in the margins; color code or tab sections; important pages of dog ears; or to meet other sane people by creating a working group using TGS as a curriculum. Authors lady passion and * Diuvei Coven
Oldenwilde in Asheville, NC are fan friendly and encourage email readers to references about the book that provides them. High Priestess and High Priest will be signing books at regional venues. Goodly Spellbook Celebrity Tribute: Goodly Spellbook is a beautifully presented collection of magic, old and new, using
magic to test all kinds of time. The authors accumulated a wonderful and useful compilation with everything necessary for magical success. As stated in the introduction, 'This book does more than just duplicate recipes . .' It really is! This gives the background for writing; details of tools such as magical writing, music,
hymns, dance and singing; and even speaks of the ethical importance of magic and writing. This is a valuable book for every Witch, magician and sorcerer's apprentice. - Raymond Buckland (Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft, Witch Book) Offering a full range of fascinating magic origins and magical theory, Goodly
Spellbook is an impressive, comprehensive work that is surely deseed to be a classic. As an ocultist and long-term nun of the Old Religion, I highly recommend this thin skin to all magical practitioners and anyone interested in witches' art. — Gerina Dunwich (Wicca Craft, Dunwich's Guide to Gemstone Sorcery) Goodly
Spellbook, combined with traditional folk magic practices, is a delightful and refreshing mix of sound practical advice. Each magical library should contain a copy of this book that maintains ancient tradition while making it relevant in modern times. - Raven Grimassi (Italian Witchcraft, Wiccan Mysteries) Goodly Spellbook
expresses powerful beauty, joy and magic power. Lady Passion and *Diuvei have lovingly prepared an elegant, eclectic and extensive collection of traditional and modern magic. With both knowledge of the novice and master, Goodly Spellbook is a valuable addition to any magical library. — Judika Illes (Encyclopedia of
Witching Element, Emergency Magic!) Goodly Spellbook Publisher's Description: Buy Latest Edition This is not the average mystical tome - but a special spellbook by two practical Witches. Here is a thoroughly comprehensive, absolutely definitive guide to magic - the basic manual for everyone who wants to apply some
hands-on magic. Yummy well written and practical, filled with atmospheric illustrations and diagrams throughout, covers all principles and spelling philosophy and gives recipes to solve common contemporary problems. This is what most witchcraft and Wicca books don't offer: an in-depth understanding of what's behind
the spells and why they work. It's amazing how much magic there is here: Geomancy, Elemental Scrying, Tree Theology, Mystic Dance and Drumming, Kitchen Witchery, and much more. Healing, protection and attraction distinguish magic, magic for pushing and hiding, a subject arises. Lady Passion (Dixie Deerman)
has been a public Witch for almost four decades and a registered nurse for years. Lady is an eco-activist, secret author for numerous magazines and a blind oracle whose persecution of prisons and institutions throughout the U.S. Lady Passion has proponents of the religious rights of Pagans, including magic specialty
fortune-tellering, making powerful herbal remedies, and people resusmning to live their past lives. Folk ask his secret clergy lawyer around the world. * Diuvei (Steven Rasmussen) first discovered magic 30 years ago during his music education at Princeton University and is valid as an astrologer, investigative journalist,
historical conservationist and web designer. * The name Diuvei's Craft is pronounced DYOO-vay and means ancient Oscan, Sky God, spoken by the last Italian tribes to preserve its independence from Rome. Lady Passion &amp; *Diuvei, Third Degree Gardnerians of the California Line and High Priestess and High
Priestess of Coven Oldenwilde, a 501(c)(3) Wiccan religious nonprofit organization in Asheville, North Carolina. For more than two decades, he has taught three-story Covenstead Italian Strega and Gardnerian Witchcraft in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Successful spiritual activists run legal marriages, run public holidays,
teach at universities and meetings, and write popular online correspondence classes on magic. oldenwilde.org, wiccans.org, artmagicalacademy.org and oldenworks.org: Email through their websites. Buy The Latest Edition Let none stop, or turn aside. - Doreen Valiente, Goddess Charge You are not alone - the majority
of the world's people are neither men nor money nor the world but we believe they have magic rules. The centuries-old tradition of casting good spells continues to achieve millions of health, wealth, peace, power and joy in their lives. People who make such a spelling are rightly proud. Blessed with both common sense
and conscience, they must never hesitate to hesitate at what and always has been certainty. Many still star, planted by the moon and offered to go to the rain wish-come back another day. They are still magical when the wind swept hair is innately triumphant in strength and weave with shades like a balefire well woven
fabric. Some of us, a few ecstatic, turn the seasons with our own services and make us happy that the corn is tall. We take colic and The world where we sleep with whispered songs that we remember lovingly from my childhood. Sparkling, ecstatic eyes reflecting moonlight are our most common feature. Like countless
midwives, Gypsies and grandmother doctors who came before us, magic workers still thrive, working hand in hand with the forces of nature. Things change: Cars replace horses, villages succumb to the suburbs, and subjugate to computers. But some things are eternal-freedom and like our yen to be fulfilled, our impulse
to the sick succor, and the wild need to protect our young. For thousands of years, the common people were based on their own intelligence and magic, while the rich and powerful worked to meet these needs through money and armies. Magic works- there always is, and always will be. Olde spells it out as working like
an attraction in modern times, because they are based on universal patterns and principles that transcend a certain time and place. Our ancestors expressed these principles in simple and simple terms that everyone can understand and use: for example, it attracts to achieve something – to achieve something, to use a



writing component that is similar to your purpose, to push back opponents –to avoid a problem, use a writing object in the universe that summarizes the opposite, as above, that is, below- Everything in the universe is interconnected parts of a whole. This perennial wisdom is a great source of strength - not for the greedy
and arrogant, but for the sensitive, caring people who are really longing for a means to help themses, feed their loved ones, and help the ecological rescue of the beleaguered planet. Spellcraft remains an unbroken, ancestral line of celebrating thinks that means individuals to develop peacefully, creatively. Beyond
comparing magic practically exciting- irresistible magnetic charm like siren charm that evokes holy power and pleasure spelling kids have mud puddles! Proving to yourself that your spells can cut through walls and prison bars; suspending the traditional laws of time, space and physics; And it's extremely empowering to
change your life for the better. After all, who needs a prince, pope or preacher when they can make their greatest desires private through magic? Spellcraft spirituality-practitioners are applied to mental and physical art that mixes a spirit that inspires them to work at least by their very high ideals. Two thousand years of
propaganda denying the effectiveness of spells has failed to destroy people's desire to rely on magic corrections for life's daily dilemmas. Spellworkers know-not through blind faith, but through their direct magical experience-G-few magic succeeds without their help, insight or goodness. In this book, magical techniques
are not offered as entertainment, nor only for educational purposes. Magic is used in team with the best of an authentic spiritual practice legal and other reasonable measures. Our ancestors were practical people. They demand that the results of their writing can be proved-like you. There are still thousands of their tried
and true magic, shining under the dust of the highly unusable scientific library. These antique treasures are just waiting to explore, activate, and use them for more your own interests! Many simple, requiring only one or a handful of easily obtainable substances, such as gravel, eggs, strings, fruit peels, and so on were
routinely found close to the hand. The fact is that magic do not need to spend a small fortune - most of the time, find or do everything you will need. However, there is a hidden substance in the description of each spell. Without it, you can't put the power of magic on the show. This substance is information-magical
knowledge. Where would you get that kind of information? Unfortunately-most callers soon discover-bookstore shelves are full of supposedly flashy titles to teach magical techniques, but in fact New Age provides little in a messy smattering of clichés and spell recipes that require ambiguous or unexplained substances.
Such books are full of lists and tables, but the insight and experience are invalid. As experienced practitioners and spellcraft teachers, such books consider diluting the magic of a state of firewater into the state of stale beer. We do very little of this kind of tomes but are unnecessarily horrified to relegate beginners to the
level of superficial knowledge. That's why we filled Goodly Spellbook with authentic spells and practical anecdotes from our own magical experiences. This book does more than just duplicate recipes-clearly and vividly teaches the magic tailor according to their individual needs and conditions so that they can create their
magic in a vivid way. The Goodly Spellbook shows you how to write effective spells from thought to word, hand in hand, anywhere, ad whenever. From many years of experience and our vast magical library, we have compiled recipes for both ancient and modern, tried and true magic. Goodly Spellbook provides the best
kind of magic -- old talismans based on traditional folk magic, oldies-but-goodies filled with soul-lifting lyrics, and exciting Barbaric Words of Power, simple spells that all people can learn to help themselves, their loved ones and the planet instantly. Magic applies to life today because they address constant human desires
for love, luck, health, family, friends, well-being, protection, harmony, satisfaction, sincerity, understanding, courage, strength, peace and joy. Because there are many human needs, spells are very diverse in nature. Most of the spells we offer can be operated by anyone alone or with others, regardless of age or sexual
orientation; but some are traditionally gender specific. We're stating them all as they came. over time. It's simple to make yummy, this spell gives you the satisfaction that comes from achieving good, reliable results of magical efforts. By actively applying magic variations in The Goodly Spellbook, you will learn to use
multiple spelling formats to fix today's problems, and we will not be limited to a magic method. We've set Goodly Spellbook to three easy-to-use sections. If necessary, you can go directly to the Spells section, where we provide hundreds of original old formulas and new formulas that we design and use according to old
methods. They are permanent, organized according to common human needs: to heal to attract something good in common to distinguish between personal gain or past events, current effects, and future possibilities to hide what should remain safe from harm to repel negative attacks. These recipes compensate for
timeless challenges such as how to be fertile, how to silence a rebel party, how to ensure that your computer never crashes, and how to prevent your vehicle from entering the hood at the most convenient moment. However, to ensure maximum success in your writing efforts, we recommend that you provide yourself with
a solid foundation for how and why magic works by reading the first two chapters of the book. The scope tells the history of writing, the secrets of how spells work, and their ethical practices in everyday life. Skills teach you ways to create your own magic to remove traditional writing basics and modern riddles. It also
describes things like Witches Secret Language, old alphabets, ways to make magical music and ways to convert their desires from words into powerful picture glyphs. We list our sources at the end of our book so you can dig deep into your magical research. There you will also find a useful Attachment listing the
necessary Magical and Medicinal Herbs in the Magic section, and the Common Craft Terms and Ancient Witch Words Dictionary. Just read a word you don't know, just refer to the appropriate Dictionary. Spicy throughout with magical experiences of liberal Coven Oldenwilde, Goodly Spellbook gives a piercing
understanding of how modern spellcrafters continue to work with the immutable forces of Nature to impress our famous exploits. Magic workers should approach the practice of magic with the patience they display when learning other complex skills such as gardening, beads or weaving. Consistent, replicatable magic
ability requires daily application. Basic principles can be taught, but individual ability must be sought. Magic intent and craft's main immediate desire are more important for success than having some Craft tools or expensive magic materials. Reject the first impulse to memorize the spelling lists, recipes or enigmatic Craft
words we provide. Through mental/physical alchemy, which has been successfully applied since the beginning of time, assimilate how spells caress from intangible forms of thought to physical reality. After learning how simple and easy magic is, you'll be amazed at the wonderful world that opens up for you. (You may
also feel a little more dallied for so long when claiming your magical birth right.) Goodly Spellbook helps you master core writing basics and expand your magical potential in unlimited ways without sinking into junk. Soon, you will quickly work out the spells you once saw as complex, always perfecting them by affecting the
change you want in your circumstances when needed. After all, Goodly Spellbook not only gives magical wisdom and magic skills, but also fascinating, lyrical mysticism very rarely spellbooks these days. Immersed in the real world of magic, you will learn to understand intuitive writing, replaced by frustrated enthusiasts
or acharlatane at his mercy. The world's magic workers are many and each person is electric with potential, promise and wisdom. Our task, as always, is to maintain olde roads-proven tools where you can feed yourself, others and the planet. Lady Passion, High Priestess, &amp; *Diuvei, High Priest, Coven Oldenwilde
Oldenwilde
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